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Ci sono luoghi che la natura stessa sembra voler preservare nella loro integrità e bellezza naturale dalla
manomissione dell’uomo, o, quanto meno, rende a
lui più difficile impossessarsene e piegarli alla sete di
spazi e novità.
Ma il divieto si converte poi in regalo per l’uomo stesso che può appagarsi così della vista di paesaggi incontaminati, di scenari incomparabili e rintracciare in
essi l’inizio e l’origine di quello che, per molti, versi,
rimane mistero: la materia che si fa bellezza.
La Bellezza, comun denominatore di grandi scenari e
di piccoli mondi nascosti nell’ombra. Da scoprire.
Come il microcosmo della Valle del Serchio con i suoi
borghi, uno in particolare Barga, toccato dalla poesia
di Giovanni Pascoli. Ci hanno pensato le montagne a
preservarlo: la chiostra degli Appennini e delle Apuane lo hanno racchiuso quasi in un abbraccio perchè la
vita, qui, continuasse a scorrere secondo il ritmo naturale in mezzo a poggi verdi, digradanti, vicino a solitari cipressi, o al limite di boschi di castagni imbevuti
del sereno del cielo che acqueta l’animo.
“Stormir di fronde, cinguettii di uccelli, riso di donna ...”,
sognava di poter cantare Giovanni Pascoli nella sua adolescenza, il tempo in cui si sente nascere una vocazione.

There are places where nature itself seems to want
to preserve its integrity and natural beauty from the
tampering of man, or, at least , make it more difficult for
mankind to take hold of it and mould it to its thirst for
space and novelty.
This ban becomes a gift for mankind, who can then take
in the view of unspoiled landscapes and incomparable
scenery, and find in these the beginnings and the origin
of what, in many ways, remains a mystery: matter
becoming beauty.
Beauty, the common denominator of great sceneries
and small worlds hidden in the shadows, is there to be
discovered.
Like the Serchio Valley microcosm, with its villages, one
in particular - Barga - touched by the poetry of Giovanni
Pascoli . The mountains preserved it : the cloister of the
Apennines and Apuane enclosed it in an embrace so
that life, there, could continue to flow according to a
natural rhythm, in the midst of rolling green hills, close
to solitary cypress trees, and chestnut woods soaked by
serene skies that calm the soul.
Giovanni Pascoli dreamed of singing “Rustling of leaves,
chirping of birds, the laughter of a woman ...” in his
youth, the time of life when callings are born.

Così fu e proprio in questo “cantuccio” di mondo, Castelvecchio di Barga, il poeta trovò tutto quello che cercava:
suoni, colori, ma soprattutto, una vita, scandita dal suono delle campane,intonata al ritmo naturale del tempo,
al cielo delle stagioni che mutano il paesaggio e le opere
dell’uomo.
Una vita che permetteva e permette di soffermarsi sulle
cose, sui dettagli scoprirne il fascino, assaporarle fino a
sentirla diventar emozioni.
La voce delle cose. Qui è possibile udirla: il cader di una
pina, il gorgoglio di una sorgente, il sussurro di un’ape.
Ascoltarla, la voce delle cose, è come avvertire il palpito
segreto dell’universo. Giovanni Pascoli ne fu ben consapevole ne diventò l’interprete grande, nuovo, dirompente.
Oggi questi luoghi, fermi nel tempo, sono luoghi dell’anima e della poesia e sulle tele di artisti e pittori generano
altra poesia in un gioco di ispirazione reciproca che coinvolge emotivamente chi ad essa si accosta.
é il caso di Sandra Rigali. Sulle sue tele trasfonde la serenità di paesaggi e ambienti in cui si avverte la presenza
di un uomo in pace con la natura, delicato con le cose,
compagne di vita, partecipi dello stesso destino.
Visioni solari, di colori pieni e carichi di tutto il loro po-

So it was, and precisely in this “corner” of the world
- Castelvecchio di Barga - the poet found all that he
was looking for: sounds, colours and, above all, life
punctuated by the sound of bells, attuned to the natural
rhythm of time, and to seasonal skies that change the
landscape and the works of man.
A life that allowed and allows for dwelling on the
details of things to discover their charm, savouring
these until it feels that life itself becomes emotion.
The voice of things. Here you can hear it: a pine cone
falling, water springs gurgling, the whisper of a bee.
Listening to the voice of things is like experiencing
the secret heartbeat of the universe Giovanni Pascoli
was well aware of it: he became its greatest, groundbreaking interpreter.
Today, these places, where time is still, belong to the
soul and to poetry, and the work of artists and painters
generates yet more poetry in a game of mutual
inspiration in which all those taking part become
emotionally involved.
This is the case of Sandra Rigali. Her work is infused with
the serenity of landscapes and environments in which
mankind dwells at peace with nature, is delicate with
things, its life partners with which it shares the same fate.

tere evocativo, cantano in un inno all’armonia, in cui
ogni cosa trova il suo posto: dalla cosa grande che suggerisce l’infinto, alla più piccola e umile, che racchiude
in sé una particella del grande mistero.
Il grande, magnifico libro della natura è sempre aperto
per chi vuole leggerlo e interpretarlo.
E Sandra è un’amorosa lettrice e delicata interprete.

Sunlit visions, full of colours loaded with evocative
power, sing a hymn to harmony, in which everything
finds its place: from the greatest that suggest infinity,
to the smallest and humblest that hold within them a
particle of the great mystery.
The great, magnificent book of nature is always open
for those who want to read and interpret it .
And Sandra is one such loving reader, and gentle
interpreter.
Prof.ssa Graziella Cosimini

View of the town of Barga with the Pania mountain in the background

Garfagnana landscape

Where Time Flows Slowly By .
Answering our human craving for identity and
place, Italy’s renowned poet Giovanni Pascoli (1855-1912)
depicts his land and people following nature’s order.
Even today, his verses are learned by school children.
He cherished church bells ringing out to mark each
day’s progress, the growth of the vine, the rituals of
agrarian labor, human dignity - but description is not
the point here. The song of a bird, a tree, a potted
flower, any object, no matter how humble, partakes of
a deeper truth, a profoundly melancholic inner state set
against nature’s relentless reality, his sense of belonging,
of home and identity. Commemorating the centennial
of Pascoli’s death, Sandra Rigali’s series of eight paintings;
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draws from the same sense.Trained at the l’Accademia
di Belle Arti in Florence and resident of Pascoli’s
beloved Barga in Tuscany’s wild Garfagnana region,
Rigali’s series realizes a romantic painterly transmission
of Pascoli’s poetry.
Pascoli was not the vacationing outsider from
the urban world in search of bucolic make believe.
Quite to the contrary, the forty-year-old Professor of
Literature at Bologna and man-of-means found his true
calling and acquired a comfortable estate near Barga,

WORKS

his Eden, where he would spend much of his remaining highly creative years in the care of his doting
sister Maria, until his early death at age fifty-seven. He penetrated into the soul of the mountainous
Garfagnana, Tuscany’s breathtakingly beautiful northwest corner. To the West, the Apuan Alps’
craggy, rocky peaks block access to the Mediterranean just beyond. To the East extend the vast and
rough Apennines. And in these shadows and valleys, awesome people braved out a living in agrarian
pockets and dense woodlands, with a culture where wealth was written in wild boar, ancient chestnut
forests, mushrooms, hard times, folk wisdom - and in places left empty as a result of rampant
emigration.
Rigali advances a tradition begun by such eminent predecessors as Balduini, Cordati,Magri,
Santini, Vittorini, paying homage to this life, at times using the ancient form of an altar’s predella, long
and low, which the eye tends to read as narrative. One sees more contemporary use of medium, with
Pascoli’s verses and stanzas become part of her art, either written in her own hand or in print form,
pasted upon the canvas. Further, as poetic thought and metaphor come to us temporally, through
verse and stanza, Rigali presents some images as diptychs and triptychs. Just as we pass through the
time and space of Pascoli’s stanzas with our inner eye, our view passes from one panel to its neighbor, with the separating gaps being the rhythmic pauses that allow message to settle and impact
to set in. Thus, in a flow of image, stories unfold. Pascoli’s poetic universe becomes illuminated
with contemporary sensibilities, and we witness windows to a past that is no more, yet endures in
convincing consistency. Rigali and Pascoli together pay homage to life’s beauty, its mystery and its
melancholy.

Birgit Urmson

Art-Historian

Barga, September, 17, 2013

introduction by Birgit Urmson
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Viole d’Inverno (Violets of Winter) depicts a water-powered
gristmill and its entourage of outbuildings along a mountain
torrent. Shutters seem to cover eyes forever closed, as others,
open, are exposed to wind and weather as they keep empty
watch. With not a person nor animal in sight, time flows by in
silence. Desolation rules.
Rigali abstracts to fields of green in order to show lonely
abandonment. Cold is palpable in the thin winter’s light, the
bareness of the trees and the swiftness of the torrent rushing
along in the foreground, threatening to spill over the panel’s
boundary. A pool of warm water depicted in warmer blue,
stands on the right, fed from a spring on the left. Women once
chatted as they washed laundry here, in winter. A warm spring,
nature’s wondrous gift, has nurtured wild violets to bloom in
dark blue, despite winter’s cold, sheltering in pockets. Nature’s
rigor, as well as her many gifts, provided poignant grist for
Pascoli’s inspiration, which Rigali interprets by emphasizing the
human presence. Buildings set in middle ground and couched in
undulating green impose their presence upwards, so as to leave
little space for horizon and dominating snowcapped mountains.
These buildings, the subject of her painting and once sources of
pride, now emphatically lonely, have become crooked, as to
remind us that all becomes contorted with time.

Viole d’Inverno-Violets of Winter (diptych), 2013
oil and paper on canvas, cm.140x50

La liscia Pania (The smooth Pania) is a rendering of l’Uomo Morto,
“The Dead Man” that the Apuan Mountains across the valley actually
insinuate.
Rigali feminizes the figure, emphasizing a Madonna-like swaddling of
wide green expansive hillside, seemingly being uplifted by rising fog
from the valley below. Dwarfed in the foreground, on its hilly socle,
Barga’s Duomo stands in awe. Silent and majestic, the mountain keeps
her secrets as light and shade, sun and clouds, thunder and rain play
throughout the seasons. Rigali’s painting provides glimpses of the small
villages that dot soaring heights, each perched upon its rocky
promontory, surrounding Barga like vassals. It is Rigali’s mountain.
She leaves her personal imprint through intimate golden laurel leaves at
the sides, in the close foreground.

La liscia Pania -The smooth Pania ,(triptych), 2013
oil, paper, and gold leaf on canvas, cm.120x40

Wine is the Mediterranean’s ancient lifeblood.
In La Vite, Pascoli relates caring and painful pruning of
his beloved vines to the poet’s painful discipline that is
needed in order for his inner state to thrive.
Rigali captures this, painting sun playing on new leaves
and in the distance, dark green poplars rising into the
horizon. Life is promised, and a deep blue mountainous
horizon gives closure to the scene.

La vite - The vine (diptych), 2013
oil and paper on canvas, cm.80x40

Nothing is more emblematic of Mediterranean life than
the olive tree. Rigali visualizes this in a splendid painting
where one such mighty tree’s thickened trunk bears witness
to the archaic, and to endurance. Stately in the foreground,
it stands in dynamic diagonal to the distant mountain, the
Pania, high and stony. It offers place in golden yellow, sun
drenched and warm, enclosed by shrubs, and a bench for
human repose. The Pania rises in distant majesty, claiming
the expansive green domain dotted with tiny villages at its
own domain. No peaceful, serene symbiosis is to be found.
Rigali paints two realms in eternal struggle, keeping eternal
vigil, the armed truce with nature that is the Garfagnana’s
restless soul.

La canzone dell’ulivo -The olive tree song (diptych), 2013
oil on canvas, paper, cm.80x100

Il Gelsomino-Jasmin, 2013
oil on canvas and gold leaf on canvas, cm.40x40
The Female Nude, often a theme in Rigali’s work, finds entry
to this series in Gelsomino Notturno (The night jasmin).
A Venus-like figure in beautiful slenderness with full breasts
seems to float upon a bed covered in warm, light brown, with
jasmine blossoms strewn to form a bow that circles to her
brow, as if to penetrate her dream space. With eyes lowered
and hands relaxed, her head and torso rest on a large pillow
that supports her in the dark rich night-blue sphere above,
a space that only color defines. She dreams? Perhaps it is

her wedding night with imminent love to come? A separate,
much smaller canvas completes the diptych and the story.
As in medieval tradition, where gold symbolized divine
presence, love’s mystery is visualized in a painterly dance of
golden area rising to meet dark blue dream space.
Upon this are painted two outsized, fully opened jasmine
blossoms in close-up.
It reminds us of gothic mysteries.
Love has flourished and life flourishes.

Il gelsomino notturno-The night jasmin, 2013
oil, paper, and gold leaf on canvas, cm.80x40

Yet, Pascoli is not limited to the land and its hard working
people. From the veranda of his manor house, he had a splendid
view of Barga, called “the jewel of the Garfagnana”, whose clever
citizens managed to extricate their city from Lucca’s clutch and
align its fate with that of Florence (14th cent), and thus were
able to deal in silk and to prosper. In Barga, numerous photos
show Pascoli indulging his urban needs for society, fine brandy
and cigars.
His favorite Café, the elegant Capretz with its splendid terrace,
lies just above Rigali’s studio. Indeed Barga’s calm order, its
stylish composition of palazzi and piazze that neatly look up
to its gleaming Duomo with mighty bell tower that crowns its
summit have been rendered by countless painters.
Pascoli’s L’Ora di Barga speaks of the bells’ ringing reminding
the poet, lost in nature’s sweet permanence, of his finite lifetime,
his frailty, his regret for the kiss not bestowed.
Rigali’s painting, L’Ora di Barga, captures the city’s order in
calming horizontality. Its duomo’s tower and row of cypresses
reach upward beneath dark green undulating, snow-capped
Apennine peaks. And above, the sky of Mediterranean azure
with calming horizontal clouds echoes the city’s repose.
Rigali captures the poem’s mood in painting, confronting our
impermanence.

L’Ora di Barga, 2013
oil on canvas, paper, cm.100x80

Rigali painted Capanne (small cluster of dwellings in the
country) a decade earlier than her Pascoli series. One recognizes characteristic features, such as; diverse vantage points
combined so as to make buildings seem to lean and huddle
together, age gnawing away at form, skies undulating and
earth bent by weight. Through Capanne, one can recognize
that her recreation of Pas coli’s univers e repres ents
a continuation of her artistic voyage. Rigali’s outlines are
precise and intentional, often undulating and in color. Her
compositions of buildings reveal an eye for classical balance
of horizontals and verticals.
Her world is made of color, rich and saturated, bright and
pigmented to their fullest, with blues, greens and yellows
intensified by the orange-red as in roof tiles, for example.
She seems most herself when her color drenched brush stroke becomes free and visibly translates reality into fields of abstraction.
Often, one sees, for example, empty land energized through
an abstract composition of green patches and strips of dark
earth. Vivid brush stroke renders the sky and the snow-capped
mountains, and fills scenes with emotive energy. Fields of soft
color quicken abandoned buildings that time has ravaged,
creating pockets of tenderness.
Her artist’s imagination creates an artistic counter reality.

Capanne, 2004
oil on canvas, paper, cm.150x100

Pascoli owned cultivated land
bordering a small church with an
ancient bell tower, la Chiesa di
San Niccolò. Rigali depicts it as
embedded in meadow and framed
by shrubbery. The church basks in
the famous Tuscan sunlight, with
a lofty umbrella pine shading it
and verticals staves in the foreground speaking of viticulture under brilliant blue skies.

La chiesa di San Niccolò, 2013
oil on canvas, cm.50x50

A small canvas titled “Il Croco”
(The Crocus), Rigali renders
nature in human terms; friendly
warm houses and the land’s
rewards. The potted crocus,
prominently set in the foreground,
is an ornament within this order,
but confined to a pot wider than
the canvas, it seem to thirst for
completion, or escape. Perhaps, in
blooming, it dreams of springtime
mountain meadows covered with
its wild cousins.

Il croco-The crocus, 2013
oil, paper, on canvas, cm.40x40

2013, Sandra Rigali in her studio.

Sandra Rigali is an italian artist, she was born in Lucca (Tuscany). She studied at the
School of Painting of the Accademia di Belle Arti of Florence.
Her work spannes from art exhibitions to teaching and mural decoration for private
and public institutions.
She is currently the project director and teacher of “Le età dell’Arte”, art and visual
studies workshops for the elderly run at the Villa di Riposo Giovanni Pascoli of
Barga. (The home is run by the G.Pascoli Benevolent Society Chicago-Barga).
Sandra Rigali has previously exhibited in the United States at the Fairfield Gallery,
Door County in Wisconsin.
She has a permanent exhibition/studio space in Barga, Lucca.
Contact information:
Sandra Rigali, Via di Borgo 15, Barga (LU) 55051, Italy
www.sandrarigali.it sandrarigali@yahoo.it
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